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For Hawks, scoring starts with holding onto the ball

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

4:59 p.m. Monday, December 21, 2009

One of Jim Todd's duties as a Hawks assistant coach is monitoring the reserves in the team's turnover

bank.

Coach Mike Woodson gives his team a spending limit of 12 turnovers per game – one per player. If the

Hawks commit fewer than 12, they deposit turnovers in the "bank." If they go over, withdrawals are made.

"If we lose all those in the bank, we've got to run," forward Joe Smith said with a laugh. "That's our

punishment. The more we keep in the bank, the better we are."

The Hawks have built up a nice nest egg. Using Todd's accounting methods – he also factors in charges

taken on the defensive end -- the Hawks are plus-20. Before Monday's games, the Hawks led the NBA with

fewest turnovers per game (12.1) and were second in turnover differential (plus-2.8).

Said Woodson, "I just think if you're going to be a good offensive team, you can't turn the ball over

because it limits your chances of scoring the ball."

The Hawks, who play Minnesota Tuesday night in Minneapolis, do get their shots up. They were third in the

league in shots attempted per game (85.4), which has helped them score the fourth-most points per game

in (105.3). The oft-shooting Hawks have run out to a 19-7 record, which was a half-game behind first-place

Orlando before the Magic's Monday night game against Utah.

Only about 2.5 turnovers separate the Hawks and the league average. But considering that a turnover can

deny the offensive team two or three points and lead to a basket the other way -- a four- to six-point swing

that can shift momentum -- it's meaningful. Saturday against Chicago, one less turnover might have been

the difference for the Hawks. Their 13 turnovers turned into 22 Bulls points, seven in the fourth quarter and

the Hawks lost in overtime.

Successful ball management is hardly by accident. Turnovers are a particular bugaboo for Woodson and

his staff. Woodson said he harps on turnovers even when the team is "just freelancing" during scrimmages

in practice.

"The only [statistic] they force on us is not turning the ball over," center Al Horford said.

Part of Woodson's offensive strategy for retaining the ball is staying away from "home run" passes. Both

guard Jamal Crawford and Horford mentioned this separately, making the simple pass rather than

attempting the spectacular one. Indeed, in the Hawks' win over Utah on Friday, when Horford and forward
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Josh Smith attempted ill-advised passes in transition early on in the game – Horford threw one over his

head, wedding bouquet-style – the passes were noteworthy for just how out of character they were.

Before Monday's games, the Hawks were also seventh in the NBA in assists per game, indicating that they

are not merely holding onto the ball, but making good decisions with it.

"We don't take a lot of risks," Crawford said. "Like in transition, we know we can get an alley-oop here or

there, but other than that, we're making safe, simple plays and making sure it gets into guys' hands."

The team's stability in the lineup has helped, also. The familiarity that guards Mike Bibby and Joe Johnson

have with Horford, Smith and forward Marvin Williams enables them to read the court in the same way. Last

year, the Hawks were nearly as good at holding onto the ball, averaging 12.8 turnovers per game, a team

record.

"You look at the guys we have, if you actually look at their game, no one really tries to do too much,"

Williams said. "I think turnovers come when people are really trying to do too much, kind of out of your

element. Turnovers are going to happen here or there, obviously, but the guys we have really value the

ball."

The Hawks' turnover bank balance statement would indicate as much.
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